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Special Notes: 
 

(1) Before starting the tour of MASI software, please be sure that the installment manual and 

tutorials are fully read and understood. If users need to know and exploit the software deeply, 

please further read user manual of the software. 

(2) Users can receive software license through two manners. One is to download license from 

internet. If this manner is used, users should provide us an e-mail address. We send the password 

to the e-mail address via the Sense Shield Licensing platform. If you have not found it, please 

check your e-mail trash box. The e-mail text may be written by Chinese, but the English string is 

actually the password. The account used to log in the SS (sense shield) middleware is your e-mail 

address and the password is the English string sent to your e-mail box. After you download the 

software license, you can use the software even though you disconnect the internet. Using this 

manner, users can download software package, tutorials, user manuals, installment manual, etc. 

from website: http://www.visiononsky.com. The other manner is to use a physical dongle to get 

the software license which is stored in this dongle. You don’t need to provide us an e-mail address 

and don’t need to log in in the SS middleware, just need to plug the dongle on computer. But you 

still need to install the SS middleware. Using this manner, users should contact us to get the 

software package and the package downloaded from the website is invalid for the physical dongle. 

(3) The file name and the path name to be used in MASI software should be English characters, 

and the file name and the path name can not include blank space.  

(4) The full path of file can not be too long (e.g., more than 200 characters). If it is too long, please 

shorten the full path of file.  

(5) Please be sure that there is enough free space in the disk where the work directory is located.  

(6) If text editing is needed, editors e.g., UltraEdit, NotePad++ are highly recommended. 

(7) Any feedbacks, suggestions, and problems, please send to the e-mail address: 

jhyang@vip.163.com 

 

 



History of Versions 

 
Version 1.0: finishing the first version of this document, tutorial of satellite modules. 
Time: Sept. 2018, Author: VisionOnSky Co., Ltd. 
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1 The brief introduction of satellite modules of MASI Version 3.0 

The functions in MASI Version 3.0 for satellite images can be packaged as some relatively 

independent modules. The modules include the following functions: automatic relative orientation, 

automatic generation of highly dense DSM (as well as point clouds), automatic ortho-rectification, 

pan-sharpening, automatically transforming DSM to DTM (the height difference between DSM 

and DTM is the height of building / tree), automatic finding change of surface height (used in the 

automatically finding of new buildings, the buildings breaking the planning, and removed 

buildings, and estimating their corresponding accurate height), automatic mosaic (mosaic of 

DSMs, mosaic of ortho-rectified image), and some commonly used tools. These modules for 

satellite images are shown to users by a main interface (satMain.exe). After installing of MASI 

software, users can launch the main interface by clicking the shortcut to satMain.exe or directly 

double-clicking the program, satMain.exe, itself. Then, the corresponding functions can be 

launched by clicking the icons in the interfaces.  

 

 

Figure 1. The main interface (satMain.exe) of satellite modules 

 

The features of satellite modules in MASI Version 3.0 are as follows: 

(1) Supporting commonly used satellite sensors, such as Worldiew-1/2/3/4, GeoEye, ZY3-01/02, 

SpaceView-1, Pleiades 1A/1B, SPOT 6/7.  

(2) GUI operating manner and batch processing manner are supported in MASI software. 

GUI-based operations for DSM generation and ortho-rectification are easy. User can also write 

batch files including commands to fulfill the pipeline processing for a specific procedure. 

Distributed computing where multiple tasks can be allocated to multiple machines is also 

supported. 

(3) There is the function of parallel computing for these computation extensive steps, such as 

pan-sharpening, mosaic. Thus, the computational resources can be fully exploited.  

(4) Supporting different operating systems, either Windows OS or Linux OS. MASI can run on the 

commonly used PC computer, and cluster computer usually located in data center or 

supercomputer center. This tutorial is based on Windows OS. If you need the document of usage 

of MASI on Linux OS, please contact us. 

 

For more details about functional features and technique traits, please refer to the document of 

Product Descriptions and Typical Applied Cases.  
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2 The automatic processing flowchart for satellite image 
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Figure 2. The automatic processing flowchart for satellite image 

 

Currently in MASI Version 3.0 there is not a function of bundle adjustment for satellite images, 

but the results of bundle adjustment from mainstream software can be used in MASI software. 

Experimental results show that the results of bundle adjustment from PCI GXL, PixelGrid, etc. 

can be used in MASI software. 
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In the flowchart, each step corresponds to a function in satellite modules as follows:  

(1) Orientation. According to the satellite images, the attached RPC files, control points, etc., 

bundle adjustment are fulfilled to obtain the accurate geometric relationships between image space 

and object space. Clicking the icon showing “Orientation” in the main interface,  

 

The following menu will pop up. 

 
 

Currently there are two types of orientation functions. One is similar to relative orientation where 

bundle adjustment is fulfilled in stereo pair or triplet to obtain their accurate relative positions. 

And the absolute positional accuracy of stereo pair or triplet is determined by the accuracy of orbit 

of satellite. The other type is that improvement parameters for orientation are calculated through 

the coordinates of image and object spaces of few control points in image. Although currently in 

MASI software there is not a function of bundle adjustment of block consisting of multiple images, 

the results of bundle adjustment from mainstream software can be used in the coming steps in 

MASI software. Please pay attention to the difference of file format between different software. 

We, VisionOnSky Co., Ltd., can provide tools of transform for our clients. In the future, new 

functions, such as orientation by image, bundle adjustment of block, will be added to MASI 

software.  

 

(2) Automatic stereo matching. Improvement parameters along with the corresponding RPC 

parameters are used to fulfill the automatic stereo matching and intersection of 3D points. The 

algorithms in MASI software try to yield a 3D point for each image pixel (pixel-wise matching). 

There are two algorithms of stereo matching in MASI software: semi-global matching (SGM) and 

NCC-based matching. Because the size of satellite image is large, image is divided into big blocks 
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to further process. For each block, a text file with .dat extension used to store point clouds, each 

line for one point, each line includes the x, y, z coordinates value, is generated. At the same time, 

a list including all filenames of point clouds is generated as an output of the step. Clicking the icon 

showing “DSM” in the main interface,  

 

The following menu will pop up. 

 
 

In the menu, the button of “SGM” is the algorithm of semi-global matching (SGM) and the button 

of “satEpiMatching” is the algorithm of NCC-based matching. Multiple files of point clouds (each 

block corresponds to a file of point clouds) and the list file including all filenames of point clouds 

are yielded for a stereo pair in the two algorithms.  

 

(3) Transform to DSM and mosaicking. The button of “Generate DSM” in the above menu 

corresponds to the function. The step transforms every file in the filename lists of point clouds 

(the list generated as an output of satSGMatching.exe or satEpiMatching.exe, or the combined list 

generated by programs mergeFilelist.exe, mergeThreelist.exe and mergeListForm.exe) to DSM 

file which saves height value, and blends these DSMs to generate a mosaicked DSM which covers 

the whole area of the satellite image (the DSM before interpolation).  

For cases where there are multiple stereo pairs in a certain area (e.g., three-line-scanner ZY3 
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images have three stereo pairs, namely forward-backward stereo, forward- nadir stereo, 

backward-nadir stereo, other examples are the multiple stereo pairs from different sensors or 

different phases), the multiple lists of cloud points respectively generated from multiple stereo 

pairs can be incorporated into a new list by using the programs (mergeFilelist.exe, 

mergeThreelist.exe, or the GUI program, mergeListForm.exe, the button of “Merge Lists” in the 

above menu). A list including all files of point clouds is generated. The merged list is used to the 

function of transforming to DSM and mosaicking, a highly dense DSM with high precision will be 

generated.  

 

(4) Post processing for DSM. The button of “Post Processing” in the above menu corresponds to 

the function. The mosaicked DSM has some areas which have not height value (before 

interpolation these areas are filled by using nodata values). In this step, these areas with nodata 

value are interpolated, and outliers (or small spots of errors) in the resultant DSM after 

interpolation are removed. Clicking the button of “Post processing” in the above menu is to launch 

the function. The output of this step is the product of dense DSM, which is generated by this 

software. The DSM product can be used in different applications followed. 

 

(5) Automatic ortho-rectification. The program uses the DSM source (the output of Step 4) to 

ortho-rectify the satellite image to generate so-called true ortho-image. An alternative way is that 

DTM as a height source, which can be from third party or generated by MASI software, is used to 

ortho-rectify images. This way is more common. Clicking the icon showing “Ortho” in the main 

interface,  

 

The following menu will pop up. 

 

The button of “Satellite Ortho” in the menu can be used to trigger the interface of 

ortho-rectification. 

 

(6) Pan-sharpening. The higher resolution panchromatic image and the lower resolution 

multispectral image after ortho-rectification, respectively, are merged to generate a sharpened 

image which is a higher resolution multispectral image. The optimized BR fusion algorithm is 
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implemented in the program, which can be executed either serially or parallelly. BR 

pan-sharpening algorithm is proposed by the founder of VisionOnSky Co., Ltd., Dr. Jinghui Yang 

on the basis of several years’ research. Compared to other algorithms, BR can achieve a good 

fusion results. Also, the algorithm is optimized for the pan-sharpening of very high resolution 

satellite image. Clicking the icon showing “Pan Sharpening” in the main interface,  

 

The operating interface of the function will be launched. 

 

(7) Change of surface height: By comparing DSMs of different phases (generated by MASI 

software), the program can automatically find change of the surface height and calculate the value 

of changed height, furthermore calculate the changed volume. It can be used in the automatically 

finding of new buildings, the buildings breaking the planning, and removed buildings, and 

estimating their corresponding accurate height. Clicking the icon showing “Surface Change” in 

the main interface,  

 

The operating interface of the function will be launched. 

 

(8) Automatic DSM2DTM: The program deletes the non-grounded objects like buildings, trees in 

DSM and transforms the DSM to DTM where the pure ground height is saved. Clicking the icon 

showing “DSM to DTM” in the main interface,  

 

The operating interface of the function will be launched. 

 

(9) Height estimation of building / tree: the height difference between DSM and DTM is the 

height of building / tree. DSM is generated by the functions of MASI (including post processing 

for DSM), and DTM can be produced in Step 8 in this flowchart. Clicking the icon showing 

“Building height” in the main interface,  
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The operating interface of the function will be launched. 

 

In addition, there are functions, such as automatic mosaic (mosaic of DSMs, mosaic of 

ortho-rectified image), transforming RPC parameters with XML format used in airbus Pleiades, 

SPOT 6/7 to the commonly used RPC format (the form exploited by IKONOS and GeoEye), 

transforming RGB image to grey image, rotation of image, reflection of image, transforming point 

clouds to surface, transforming DSM to points, in the satellite modules.  

 

The method of format transform for point clouds generated by MASI software: the file of point 

clouds generated by the software is text format, which can be transformed to LAS format through 

the following steps. In the course of transform, a third party software package OSGeo4W 

(including the open source library, i.e., libLAS) is exploited. The package can be downloaded 

from the official website of OSGeo4W. The steps are as follows:  

(1) Translation to LAS format: the command, namely txt2las.exe (OSGeo4W package includes the 

program), in the open source library, libLAS, can be used to translate the point clouds with text 

format to the LAS file. The corresponding command is as follows:  

>txt2las.exe -parse xyz -i filename.dat -o filename.las 

(2) Assigning RGB values: the command, namely las2las.exe (OSGeo4W package includes the 

program), in the open source library, libLAS, can be used to assign the RGB values from truely 

ortho-rectified image to the points in LAS point clouds file. The colored point clouds are obtained. 

One example of the command is as follows: 

>las2las.exe -i points.las --color-source ortho.tif -o points_rgb.las --file-format 1.2 --point-format 

3 --color-source-scale 256 --color-source-bands 1 2 3 
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3 The flowchart sample of satellite images 

In the following, the flowchart will be illustrated through a sample. First, the main interface of the 

satellite modules is launched via the Windows Start menu, i.e., calling the program, satMain.exe. 

The launched main interface is as follows:  

 

Clicking the icons in the main interface is to call the corresponding functions. The main steps of 

the flowchart sample are as follows:  

 

Step 1: Orientation 

Clicking the icon showing “Orientation” in the main interface,  

 

The following menu will pop up. 

 
 

In this chapter, three-line-scanner ZY 3-01 images are taken as an example. Thus, clicking the 

button of “Relative ori of triplet” in the above menu is to launch the program. The program will 

extract tie points and fulfill the bundle adjustment for the three views. Improvement parameters 

based on image space for the forward, nadir, backward images of triplet stereo are determined. 

Currently the improvement model only supports a shift transform in image space. The operating 

interface is as follows:  
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First, all files required in the course of relative orientation for a triplet stereo of satellite images, 

such as forward, nadir, and backward images of the triplet stereo and their corresponding RPC 

files, are copied to a directory, e.g., F:\ZY3_tests, and set it as work directory. When MASI 

graphical interface is used, all required files should be put in the same directory and the directory 

is set as work directory.  

 

In the section of input setting, the forward, nadir, and backward images of the triplet stereo and 

their corresponding RPC files are selected.  

 

The first four configuration options are some parameters used in the detection of interest point. In 

most cases, they can be set as default values. For more details, please refer to user manual of 

MASI software. 

 

Format of intermediate files: the intermediate files are the generated images projected on a plane 

for forward, nadir, and backward images, respectively. The file format can be configured. The 

formats, such as GTiff and ERDAS IMAGINE (.img), can be used. In this sample, the format of 

intermediate files is set as ERDAS IMAGINE (.img). The format is recommended.  

 

Form of RPC: the form of RPC parameters. Currently two mainstream types are supported. One is 

the form exploited by IKONOS (GeoEye) image, usually the RPC filename ends with _rpc.txt, 

which is selected by setting “General” in this option and the other is the form exploited by 

Worldview (QuickBird) image, usually the RPC filename ends with .rpb, which is selected by 

setting “WV” in this option. If for the XML form of RPC parameters adopted by airbus Pleiades 

and SPOT 6/7, the function provided in tools in the main interface of the modules can transform 

the RPC parameters with XML format to the commonly used RPC format (the form exploited by 

IKONOS and GeoEye). In this sample, the type of “General” is used.  

 

Attention: There are two types of RPC format used for ZY 3 images. They are provided by 

SASMAC and CRESDA, respectively. SASMAC uses the form exploited by IKONOS (GeoEye) 

image, whose filename usually ends with _rpc.txt. However, CRESDA uses the form exploited by 

Worldview (QuickBird) image, whose filename usually ends with .rpb. Thus, for the image 

provided by SASMAC, the type of RPC format is selected by setting “General” in the option. It is 

selected by setting “WV” in the option for the image provided by CRESDA.  

 

Block size: the block size which is used to divide the image when detecting the interest points. In 

each block, the most reliable point is detected, which ensures the even distribution of interest 

points in the whole image. The size of border to be deleted: the size of border where the matched 

points is not reliable and need to be deleted. Extended size: being the extended size to two ends of 

the predicted search range. Threshold of the difference: the threshold of the difference between the 

highest NCC value and the second highest NCC value in the course of matching. The point whose 

difference value is less than the threshold is deleted. Number of candidates: the number of selected 

points which are nearest to the center of every block. These points are the candidates for the 

following processing. 
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The above five configuration options are to enhance the reliability and correctness in the matching 

of interest points. In most cases, they can be set as default values.  

 

After the above options in the interface are set, users can click “Save configuration” to save these 

options. These configuration options will be saved in a configuration file, relative.conf and next 

time the options can be loaded from the configuration file by clicking “Load configuration”. The 

configuration file, relative.conf, is also stored in the work directory. If the button of “Execute” is 

clicked, the configuration file will also be generated in the same way.  

 

In the section of output setting, users should set the filename of the tie points matched among 

forward, nadir, and backward images, the resolution (in this sample, 3.5 m) set to project the 

image on a plane, which can not be better than the lowest one in the triplet (for ZY3-01, the 

resolution of forward and backward images is 3.5 m, while the resolution of nadir image is 2.1 m), 

and the NCC threshold. Only if the NCC value of the matched tie point is above the threshold, the 

point is a valid point. The value range of the threshold is 0 ~ 1. The default value set in the 

interface is appropriate for most cases.  

 

After finishing the setting of configuration options, input and output setting, users can click the 

button of “execute”. The program starts to run and the required time to finish the whole procedure 

is different according to the image size and the height difference of the covered terrain. In the 

course of computation, the interface can not respond. Users can not click or draw the interface. 

After computation, the interface is restored to respond. The blank area of the right side will 

display the information printed by the command program, and the printed information will also be 

saved in a log file named as tripleOri_log.txt. The log file is also stored in the work directory. All 

configuration options are saved in the configuration file, relative.conf, through a certain type of 

form in the course of running of program. The configuration file can be used in the action of 

loading configuration. 

 

The files with the extension .aff including the improvement parameters based on image space are 

determined for the forward, nadir and backward images, respectively, after bundle adjustment. The 

contents of these files:  

 

 

 

For more details about the format of .aff file, the meaning of items in the file, the intermediate 

files generated, the format of the tie point file and auxiliary files generated, please refer to user 

manual of the software. The files with the extension .aff including the improvement parameters, 

generated in this step, will be used in the coming steps of stereo matching and ortho-rectification.  
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If the improvement parameters are determined by using bundle adjustment provided by third party 

software, the step can be discarded. If the results of bundle adjustment from third party software 

are the newly generated RPC parameters, they can be used directly in MASI software. If the 

results from third party software are improvement parameters, in order to accord with the coming 

steps in MASI software, it should be ensured that the improvement model is a shift transform in 

image space when the third party is adopted. Please also check whether the file format of the 

improvement parameters is the same as the file format provided in MASI software. If not, users 

need to edit or transform these parameters. We, VisionOnSky Co., Ltd., can provide tools of 

transform for our clients. 

 

The improvement parameters can also be determined through the coordinates of image and object 

spaces of few control points. If the function is exploited, please click the button of “Orientation by 

GCP” in the above menu (i.e., calling satRPCCorrectionForm.exe). If automatic relative 

orientation for a stereo pair of satellite images is needed, please click the button of “Relative ori of 

stereo” in the above menu. 

 

Step 2: Automatic stereo matching 

Clicking the icon showing “DSM” in the main interface,  

 

The following menu will pop up. 
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Clicking the button of “satEpiMatching” in the above menu is to launch the function. In this 

sample, the algorithm of NCC-based stereo matching is adopted. The operating interface is as 

follows: 
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The concept of work directory is the same as that in the previous step. All files required in the 

course of stereo matching should be put in the work directory. Therefore, the directory, i.e., 

F:\ZY3_tests, is still set as the work directory in this step. In the course of stereo matching, the .aff 

files including improvement parameters, generated in the previous step, are required, which is also 

in the work directory. The file name is the same as the file of RPC parameters. The only difference 

is the file extension which is changed to .aff.  

 

Attention: even though the re-generated RPC parameters after adjustment (namely the newly 

generated RPCs without the accompanied improvement parameters) are used, the .aff files still 

need to be provided for the sake of keeping the consistency with other cases. However, the 

contents of the .aff file are fixed: 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

The effect is the same as the situation where there are not improvement parameters.  

 

The program of stereo matching each time can only deal with a stereo pair with two images. For 

three-line-scanner ZY3 images, three times of two-view stereo can be fulfilled, namely 

forward-backward stereo, forward-nadir stereo, backward-nadir stereo. The results from all 

combinations of stereo matching are mosaicked and blended. Then, a DSM product with high 

quality is generated.  

 

The above interface of stereo matching is for the case of forward-nadir stereo. The other two cases 

are similar, except the input images. In the section of input setting, the left and right images of the 

stereo pair and their corresponding RPC files are selected.  

 

The meaning of each configuration option is as follows:  

Format of intermediate files: the intermediate files are image of block data, epipolar and disparity 

images whose file format can be configured. The formats, such as GTiff and ERDAS IMAGINE 

(.img), can be used. In this sample, the format of intermediate files is set as ERDAS IMAGINE 

(.img).  

 

Form of RPC: the form of RPC parameters. Currently two mainstream types are supported. One is 

the form exploited by IKONOS (GeoEye) image, usually the RPC filename ends with _rpc.txt, 

which is selected by setting “General” in this option and the other is the form exploited by 

Worldview (QuickBird) image, usually the RPC filename ends with .rpb, which is selected by 

setting “WV” in this option. If for the XML form of RPC parameters adopted by airbus Pleiades 

and SPOT 6/7, the function provided in tools in the main interface of the modules can transform 

the RPC parameters with XML format to the commonly used RPC format (the form exploited by 

IKONOS and GeoEye). In this sample, the type of “General” is used.  

 

The size of big block: the size of big block which is used to divide the image. Because the size of 

satellite image is large, image is divided into big blocks to process. The size of block can not be 

too small or too big, usually it is bigger than 4096. The size of block is determined in the light of 

the memory size of computer and the terrain covered in the image. The larger the memory, the 
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bigger the block; on the contrary, the higher the height difference of terrain, the smaller the block. 

The choices can be 4096, 6144, 8192, 10240.  

 

The size of overlap between big-blocks: the size of overlap between the adjacent big-blocks. The 

overlap area is set to avoid the errors in the border of blocks. The size of overlapping area can not 

be too small. Usually the overlapping size is 5% ~ 10% of the block size.  

 

Delete intermediate files or not: whether the intermediate files (epipolar and disparity images) are 

deleted.  

 

Template size of matching: the template size of matching (the neighbor size taking the point as the 

center) which should be odd, generally as 13x13, 15x15, 17x17, 21x21, etc.  

 

Search range along Y direction: the search range along Y direction of the epipolar image in the 

matching of the last layer, which should be odd, such as 1, 3 etc. 1 means that it searches the point 

only along the corresponding epipolar line.  

 

After the above options in the interface are set, users can click “Save configuration” to save these 

options. These configuration options will be saved in a configuration file, satmatching.conf and 

next time the options can be loaded from the configuration file by clicking “Load configuration”. 

The configuration file, satmatching.conf, is also stored in the work directory. If the button of 

“Execute” is clicked, the configuration file will also be generated in the same way.  

 

In the section of output setting, users should set the filename of point clouds, and the grid spacing 

(cell size) of the intersected 3D point (in this sample, it is 3.5 m, generally it can not be better than 

the lower resolution in the stereo pair), and the threshold of NCC (usually default value will be 

adopted). Because the image is divided into blocks in the course of processing, _RXCX is 

annexed to the end of the file name of point clouds for each block. R means row, C means column 

and X means number. For instance, R0C0 means the first row and first column. The text file is 

used to store point clouds, each line for one point, each line includes the x, y, z coordinates value 

after projection with UTM projection and WGS 84 reference ellipsoid, and the value of correlation 

coefficient from matching of the point. At the same time, a list including all filenames of point 

clouds is generated as an output of the step. The file name of the list is named as the 

filename_List.txt, and the filename is the one set in the section of output setting.  

 

After finishing the setting of configuration options, input and output setting, users can click the 

button of “execute”. The program starts to run and the required time to finish the whole procedure 

is different according to the image size and the height difference of the covered terrain. In the 

course of computation, the interface can not respond. Users can not click or draw the interface. 

After computation, the interface is restored to respond. The blank area of the right side will 

display the information printed by the command program, and the printed information will also be 

saved in a log file named as satEpiMatching_log.txt. The log file is also stored in the work 

directory. All configuration options are saved in the configuration file, satmatching.conf, through a 

certain type of form in the course of running of program. The configuration file can be used in the 
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action of loading configuration. 

 

In the course of running the program, epipolar and disparity images are generated. The program 

will decide whether the intermediate files (epipolar and disparity images) are deleted, according to 

the value of the corresponding configuration option. For more details about the naming rules of 

epipolar and disparity images, please refer to user manual of the software. For each block, a text 

file with .dat extension used to store dense point clouds, each line for one point, is generated. At 

the same time, a list including all filenames of point clouds is generated (in this case, it is 

FWD_NAD_points_List.txt). The format of the list file is as follows: 

 

 

All these files are stored in the work directory.  

 

Similar operations are carried out for the forward-backward stereo, backward-nadir stereo, and the 

files of point clouds and the corresponding list file are obtained. The content of the two files of list 

is as follows:  
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Hereto, the step of stereo matching is finished and the next steps is transforming to DSM and 

mosaicking. In this sample, the satEpiMatching algorithm is adopted. If SGM stereo matching is 

exploited, the operation and procedure is almost the same.  

 

Step 3: Transforming to DSM and mosaicking  

In this sample, two functions in the menu are used, which can be launched by the buttons of 

“Merge Lists” and “Generate DSM”, respectively. If stereo matching of single pair is fulfilled, 

instead of multiple pairs, in the previous step, only one function, i.e., the one triggered by the 

button of “Generate DSM” is needed.  

 

 
 

Clicking the button of “Merge Lists” in the above menu is to launch the operating interface:  
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The content of the merged list, i.e. merge_List.txt, is as follows:  

 

 

Clicking the button of “Generate DSM” in the above menu is to launch the operating interface:  
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The work directory is the place where the files of point clouds are stored. The input of this step is 

the list file including all filenames of point clouds (which is the list file generated in the previous 

step or the merged list). This program transforms every file of point clouds in the filename lists to 

DSM and blends these DSMs to generate a mosaicked DSM which covers the whole area of the 

satellite image (the DSM before interpolation). 

 

In the section of output setting, the following items are set. Output DSM file: the filename of the 

mosaicked DSM (the DSM before interpolation); grid size: the grid spacing (cell size) of the raster 

file used to store height value (the value of grid spacing can not be better than grid size in the 

output setting in stereo matching); none data: the none data value used to fill in the area without 

height value in the raster DSM file (nodata value). It can be either 0.0 or -9999.0. Method to select 

height value: the method how to select the height value when there are multiple 3D points in a grid. 

The software supports three methods: max, min, average, which select maximum, minimum, 

average height value, respectively. The recommended method is max.  

 

The blank area of the right side will display the information printed by the command program, and 

the printed information will also be saved in a log file named as generateDSM_log.txt. The log file 

is also stored in the work directory.  

 

The generated DSM in this step is the one before interpolation, which need to be post-processed in 

the next step.  

 

Step 4: Post processing for DSM 

The mosaicked DSM has some areas which have not height value (before interpolation these areas 

are filled by using nodata values). In this step, these areas with nodata value are interpolated, and 

outliers (or small spots of errors) in the resultant DSM after interpolation are removed. The output 

of this step is the product of dense DSM, which is generated by this software. The DSM product 

can be used in different applications followed.  
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Clicking the button of “Post Processing” in the above menu is to launch the function. The 

operating interface is as follows:  

 

 
 

In the section of “The DSM source”, the DSM before interpolation from the previous step is 

selected, and in the section of “The DSM result”, the filename of resultant DSM, which will be 

outputted in this step of post processing, is set.  

 

The meaning of parameters is as follows: 

The maximum size of the errors to remove: the size of the area of maximum errors to remove. The 

number, 5, indicates that outliers up to the size of 5 x 5 can be removed. The parameter is integer.  

The threshold of height difference: The point (or small areas) where height difference beyond the 

surroundings is above the threshold is deemed as outliers. The parameter is float and unit is meter.  
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The size of big block: the size of big block which is used to divide the image. The DSM is so large 

that block division is required. The parameter is integer. 

The size of overlap between big-blocks: the size of overlap between the adjacent big-blocks. The 

parameter is integer. 

 

After the interface is launched, the default values for these parameters are given. In most cases, 

the default values can be used. The blank area of the right side will display the information printed 

by the command program. 

 

Step 5: Automatic ortho-rectification 

Clicking the icon showing “Ortho” in the main interface,  

 

The following menu will pop up. 

 

Clicking the button of “Satellite Ortho” in the menu is to trigger the function of ortho-rectification. 

The operating interface is as follows:  
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The concept of work directory is the same as those in the previous steps. All files required in the 

step should be put in the work directory. Therefore, the directory, i.e., F:\ZY3_tests, is still set as 

the work directory in this step. In the course of ortho-rectification, the .aff files including 

improvement parameters, generated in the step of orientation, are required, which is also in the 

work directory. The file name is the same as the file of RPC parameters. The only difference is the 

file extension which is changed to .aff.  

 

Attention: even though the re-generated RPC parameters after adjustment (namely the newly 

generated RPCs without the accompanied improvement parameters) are used, the .aff files still 

need to be provided for the sake of keeping the consistency with other cases. However, the 

contents of the .aff file are fixed: 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

The effect is the same as the situation where there are not improvement parameters.  

 

In the section of input setting, the original image to be ortho-rectified and its corresponding RPC 

file are selected. In this sample, the nadir image in the three-line-scanner ZY3 images is selected 

for ortho-rectification. 

 

The meaning of each configuration option is as follows:  

Form of RPC: the form of RPC parameters. Currently two mainstream types are supported. One is 

the form exploited by IKONOS (GeoEye) image, usually the RPC filename ends with _rpc.txt, 

which is selected by setting “General” in this option and the other is the form exploited by 

Worldview (QuickBird) image, usually the RPC filename ends with .rpb, which is selected by 

setting “WV” in this option. If for the XML form of RPC parameters adopted by airbus Pleiades 

and SPOT 6/7, the function provided in tools in the main interface of the modules can transform 

the RPC parameters with XML format to the commonly used RPC format (the form exploited by 

IKONOS and GeoEye). In this sample, the type of “General” is used.  

 

File of elevation source: the full file path of the external elevation source used in the 

ortho-rectification. In this sample, the DSM generated in the previous step (step 4) is selected.  

 

Projection of the ortho-rectified image: the projection type of the ortho-rectified image. Currently 

two types of projection are supported: UTM and TM, which are selected by setting “UTM” and 

“TM”, respectively. The used reference ellipsoid for these two types of projection is WGS 84.  

 

Zone size: the zone size of projection, which can be 6 or 3 degree. 6 means that the zone size is 6 

degree for projection while 3 means that the zone size is 3 degree for projection. When TM is 

selected, 6 or 3 can be used; while UTM is selected, only 6 can be used in the program.  

 

Image type: the type of image to be ortho-rectified (optical image or SAR image). If the complex 

data type of SAR image is the form that SAR image has two bands with signed 16 bit integer for 

each band (e.g., Radarsat-2 image format), the program will transform the SAR image of the two 

bands complex to an image with magnitude and phase bands. If the complex SAR image is saved 
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as one band with Complex Int16 data type, the ortho-rectified image is still saved as the form with 

the same complex data type (Complex Int16 data type) and the program do not transform the 

image to magnitude and phase images.  

 

After the above options in the interface are set, users can click “Save configuration” to save these 

options. These configuration options will be saved in a configuration file, satOrtho.conf and next 

time the options can be loaded from the configuration file by clicking “Load configuration”. The 

configuration file, satOrtho.conf, is also stored in the work directory. If the button of “Execute” is 

clicked, the configuration file will also be generated in the same way.  

 

In the section of output setting, users should set the filename of resultant ortho-rectified image, 

and the image resolution (Unit: m) of the ortho-rectified image. The resolution of ortho-rectified 

image can not be better than the actual GSD (ground spacing distance). The data type of the 

ortho-rectified images, as well as the number of bands, is the same as that of original images. 

 

After finishing the setting of configuration options, input and output setting, users can click the 

button of “execute”. The program starts to run and the required time to finish the whole procedure 

is different according to the image size. In the course of computation, the interface can not 

respond. Users can not click or draw the interface. After computation, the interface is restored to 

respond. The blank area of the right side will display the information printed by the command 

program, and the printed information will also be saved in a log file named as satOrtho_log.txt. 

The log file is also stored in the work directory. All configuration options are saved in the 

configuration file, satOrtho.conf, through a certain type of form in the course of running of 

program. The configuration file can be used in the action of loading configuration. 

 

Hereto, the ortho-rectification of a single satellite image is finished. In the following, 

pan-sharpening and mosaicking can be carried out in the light of requirements.  

 

Step 6: Pan-sharpening 

If panchromatic image and multispectral image are ortho-rectified, respectively, the two images 

are already overlapped in the same coordinates system (equal to fine registration). Then, 

pan-sharpening can be conducted, which will result in a higher resolution multispectral image. 

Clicking the icon showing “Pan Sharpening” in the main interface, 

 

The launched operating interface is as follows:  
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Attention: the datasets in this step are different with those in the previous five steps. The purpose 

of this step is to demonstrate how to operate.  

 

After selecting the files of panchromatic image and multispectral image and setting the filename 

of sharpened image, users can select serial or parallel processing for the pan-sharpening 

computation. If parallel processing is selected, number of processors (the used number of CPU 

cores) should be inputted as well as the current user name using the Windows OS and password of 

the user. The user name and password used in the parallel processing are saved in the file named 

as pwd.txt (If parallel processing is not used, there is not such file). The file, pwd.txt, is stored in 

the user’s document (i.e., Users\User name\Documents). The file can be used to load user name 

and the password used in parallel processing. Next time users can load the information by clicking 

the button of “Load”, and do not need input the information again.  

 

There are two points for selecting the number of processors. One is that the number can not 

exceed the number of CPU cores. The other is that requirements of disk reading and writing 

brought by multiprocessor processing can not exceed the disk capability in the machine. User can 

get the information of busy intensity of disk reading and writing from Resource Monitor of 

Windows OS. If the CPU core is enough, 6-8 processors is more appropriate for ordinary hard 

disk, while 10 - 12 processors is a good choice for a SSD disk or a RAID volume consisting of 5 

or more hard disks.  

 

The blank area of the right side will display the information printed by the command program. 

 

Step 7: Change of surface height 

By comparing DSMs of two different phases, the program can automatically find change of the 

surface height and calculate the value of changed height. Clicking the icon showing “Surface 

Change” in the main interface,  

 

The operating interface of change of surface height is launched. 

 

Attention: the datasets in the interface may probably be not the results from satellite images. The 

purpose of this step is to demonstrate how to operate.  
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The corresponding DSM files are selected in the sections of the previous DSM and the next DSM, 

respectively. After processing, the file of height difference is obtained. Users can set two 

parameters, the height threshold and none data.  

 

The height threshold: If the height difference is less than the threshold, the difference is not 

interesting and it will be assigned as none data in the resultant file. For the case where the height 

difference is more than the threshold, the real difference will saved in the resultant file. 

 

none data: none data is the value used to fill in the area without change of surface height (or 

invalid area) in the resultant file. None data can be determined either from input DSM or from the 

right side list box.  

 

Step 8: Automatic DSM2DTM 

Clicking the icon showing “DSM to DTM” in the main interface,  

 

The operating interface of automatic DSM2DTM is launched. 

 

Attention: the datasets in the interface may probably be not the results from satellite images. The 

purpose of this step is to demonstrate how to operate.  
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The program adopts an algorithm with multilevel triangle-based ground filtering. It deletes the 

non-grounded objects like buildings, trees in DSM and transforms the DSM to DTM where the 

pure ground height is saved. The input file is DSM source and the output file is resultant DTM.  

 

The meaning of parameters is as follows: 

The predefined size: the defined size in which the lowest point is selected as a ground point; unit: 

the same as the grid spacing (cell size), e.g., 40.0. It means that the lowest point in a grid, whose 

sizes of width and height are both 40 meters (assuming the unit of grid spacing is meter), is taken 

as a ground point. The higher is the predefined size, the more levels in the pyramids are generated. 

Level number of pyramids decrease, then the built triangles is to be dense. This parameter is 

usually decided by the size of the biggest non-ground object in the terrain area. If the predefined 

size is less than the size of non-ground object, these objects will not be filtered out. On the 

contrary, if the predefined size is too large to maintain some terrain details. Thus, users need find a 

balance between filtering out big non-ground objects and maintaining the terrain details in the 

light of the requirements of applications.  

 

Level, to which level the DSM is filtered. The higher is the level set, the less ground points are 

generated, the less terrain details are remained, and the more efficient is the processing. The lower 

is the level set, the more ground points are generated, the more terrain details are remained, and 

the less efficient is the processing. Usually the triangulation of mass points and searching a 

specific triangle in a huge triangulation is inefficient. The level set can not be higher than (the 

highest level - 1), level is 0-based, e.g., 3. 

 

The threshold of distance: the threshold of distance from a point to the corresponding triangle. In 

the course of filtering, a point whose distance to its corresponding triangle is more than the 

threshold is deemed as a non-ground point, vice versa, e.g., 1.0 meter. If the value of threshold is 

low, there are less ground points which will survive in the filtering processing and there are also 

some risks that the true ground point may be filtered out by taking them as non-ground points. 

 

The size of block: for processing large raster, block division is needed. Filtering is fulfilled, block 
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by block, and its size must bigger than two times of overlapping size, e.g., 6144. Usually the 

default value is used. The reason that block division is used is that a large DSM will result in huge 

ground points which require huge computation for the filtering processing. The block division is a 

way which promotes computational efficiency and saves memory consumption. 

 

The size of overlap between blocks: the size of overlap between the adjacent blocks, e.g. 128. The 

overlay ensures the rightness of border of each block. Usually the default value is used. 

 

none data: none data is the value used to fill in the area without height value. Because each grid in 

raster file must be signed a value, for some cases where there are no real height values in some 

areas, the concept of none data is introduced. None data can be determined either from input DSM 

or from the right side list box in this interface.  

 

Step 9: Height estimation of building / tree 

Clicking the icon showing “Building height” in the main interface,  

 

The operating interface of height estimation of building / tree is launched. 

 

Attention: the datasets in the interface may probably be not the results from satellite images. The 

purpose of this step is to demonstrate how to operate.  

 

 

 

The corresponding files are selected in the sections of the ground height (DTM) and the surface 

height (DSM), respectively. After processing, the file of building / tree height is obtained. Users 

can set two parameters, the height threshold and none data.  

 

The height threshold: the height being less than the threshold is the value which is not interesting 

or the possible existing errors. The value will be replaced by none data in the file of building / tree 
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height. The height being more than the threshold is an interesting and reliable value, which as a 

true value will be saved in the file of building / tree height.  

 

None data is the value used to fill in the area without building / tree (or invalid area) in the 

resultant file. None data can be determined either from input DSM or from the right side list box.  

 

Hereto, the whole flowchart for satellite images is finished, including orientation, generation of 

highly dense DSM, ortho-rectification, pan-sharpening, change of surface height, transforming 

DSM to DTM, and height estimation of building / tree. If these functions, such as automatic 

mosaic (mosaic of DSMs, mosaic of ortho-rectified image), transforming RPC parameters with 

XML format used in airbus Pleiades, SPOT 6/7 to the commonly used RPC format (the form 

exploited by IKONOS and GeoEye), transforming RGB image to grey image, rotation of image, 

reflection of image, transforming point clouds to surface, transforming DSM to points, are needed, 

please refer to user manual of the software. 

 

 


